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Mid-oceanic ridge transform boundaries have complex thermal and rheological structures and therefore potentially complex kinematic behavior. Even though deformation at the surface appears to occur in narrow linear zones along brittle faults, deformation in the deeper lithosphere below the brittle-ductile transition may be more complicated. Below the depth of faulting, the structure of the shear zone where plate motions are accommodated will be determined by coupled thermal-mechanical effects, and thus can be a three-dimensional regime that does not necessarily mimic the overlying brittle faults, but may perturb their behavior.
Improvements in tools to image bathymetric features of transform zones allow detailed descriptions of the geometry and localization of shear deformation within transform zones to be determined (see for example, Searle 1992) . The actual transform fault zone (TFZ) within the transform tectonized zone (TTZ) is often slightly oblique to the TTZ (Fox and Gallo 1984; Searle 1986 Searle , 1992 Searle et al. 1994) . The patterns of deformation observed in the TTZ appear to vary with spreading rate. How these near-surface patterns of plate boundary deformation relate to deeper plate boundary shear is not well resolved and serves as a focus of this research.
An exciting set of recent research results is the documentation of core-complex-like "mega-mullions" at the inside corners of many ridge-transform intersections (e.g. Cann et al. 1997; Blackman et al. 1998; Tucholke et al. 1998; Escartin and Cannat 1999) , particularly associated with low-velocity plate boundaries. These extensional structures expose lowercrustal gabbros and upper-mantle peridotites and require a significant change in deformational style in the vicinity of the ridge-transform intersection. The role that the lithosphere-scale deformation plays in driving this deformation is an issue requiring investigation.
An idealized model comprising two elastic plates separated by a linear strike-slip fault is often employed in transform studies. Any plate boundary strength below the brittle-ductile transition is often disregarded. However, this ductile material may have significant shear strength, particularly as one moves from the ridge into the older lithosphere along the transform. Ocean-ridge transforms with large age-offset may show patterns of deformation that result from this variation in mechanical strength of the plate boundary region. Furthermore, although the ductile strength tends to decrease with depth (increasing temperature), this weaker mantle lithosphere may still play an important role in transform behavior.
We have developed a 3-D coupled thermaldeformational model to investigate the nature of deformation along mid-ocean transform systems. The variation in deformational geometries as a function of plate velocity and age-offset along the transform are the primary targets of this modeling.
The modeling approach we are taking is essentially an extension of the oceanic transform model of Forsyth and Wilson (1984) , which describes the results of a three-dimensional thermal model of the transform regime using finite difference methods. They assumed a transform that is a vertical strike-slip boundary at all depths and prescribed a uniform velocity field on either side parallel to the transform strike, except under the ridges where upwelling was defined. This model resulted in a three-dimensional temperature field that included the effects of lateral heat conduction across the transform. Limitations of this model approach which we have tried to address in our models are that the kinematics were completely prescribed, and it did not account for the effects of variations in temperature on rheology. Below the depth of faulting, the "plate boundary" is presumably a shear zone. The results of our modeling indicate that these factors have significant effects on both the thermal structure and the kinematics of the transform.
In addition to the purely conductive model of Forsyth and Wilson (1984) , Phipps-Morgan and Forsyth (1988) coupled the thermal calculation to a sub-lithosphere velocity field based on upper-mantle flow calculations. A semi-analytical solution for threedimensional linear viscous flow from an assumed transform plate geometry was employed to determine the velocity field in the viscous regions. This field was then used in a finite difference thermal calculation to estimate the large scale transform temperature field. This model assumed a linear rheology with constant, temperature independent viscosity, and the calculated velocity field depended only on the plate geometry. In essence, the thermal field depended on the calculated velocity field, but the velocity field was independent of the thermal field. In our study, we have explicitly included the feedbacks between the thermal and deformational fields in modeling the plate boundary deformation zone, in order to evaluate the influence of these interactions in controlling the pattern of plate boundary deformation. We have focused on the deformational response of the lithospheric part of the MOR-transform system. These results are generally compatible with a suite of modeling studies that have focused more on the linkages between the induced flow field in the asthenospheric mantle and the overlying MOR-transform lithosphere (Shen and Forsyth 1992; Blackman and Forsyth 1992; Blackman 1997 ).
Here we describe our attempt to obtain an improved picture of transform plate boundary deformation by utilizing a model that fully couples the thermal and mechanical fields, and incorporates elastic/brittle material and brittle faulting at shallow depth, with a non-linear temperature dependent ductile rheology at depth.
Our modeling shows that the resulting thermal and mechanical structures associated with plate kinematics are significantly different from those seen in previous models. Specifically, the localized shear zone that accommodates plate motions in the ductile mantle lithosphere does not mimic the overlying transform fault. It is offset at the mid-ocean ridge (MOR) tips because of the effects of lateral cooling on the nonlinear ductile rheology of the upper mantle. As a result, much of the boundary at depth is oblique to the transform strike. Such a geometry may tend to drive oblique faulting at shallow levels, and produce extension, upwelling, and thinning along the transform, leading to leaky transform magmatism sometimes observed along transforms. In addition, the plate boundary geometry and pattern of strain at the ridge-transform intersection may serve as the root zone for the formation of oceanic core-complexes.
Conceptual Model
We assume that near the surface, mid-oceanicridge transforms are dominated by weak, linear faults that are aligned with plate motions to within a few degrees (Spitzak and DeMets 1996) . Although the details of the TTZ are clearly more complex than this (Searle 1992) , we have assumed this simplified geometry in our modeling, but address the implications of our models for the near surface deformation patterns later in the paper. This shallow plate boundary structure is implemented in our model as a single vertical fault of low frictional resistance cutting the elastic layer, that strikes normal to the ridge axes and parallel to plate motions. Seismic analyses suggest that the maximum depth of faulting in these regimes is approximately coincident with the depth of the 600° C isotherm (e.g. Engeln, et al. 1986 ). For our models we use this temperature to define the brittle-elastic layer, beneath which temperature dependent plastic deformation is assumed.
Lateral heat conduction across the transform will cool young near-ridge material due to its proximity to cooler, older material on the opposite side. Thermal modeling (e.g. Forsyth and Wilson 1984; PhippsMorgan and Forsyth 1988) shows that there is a zone that can extend more than 10 km on either side of the surface transform within which this cooling will lower temperatures by more than 100° C with respect to plate material of equivalent age and depth far from the transform. Although these temperature variations are usually interpreted as being significant primarily in terms of their density/gravity effects (Escartin and Cannat 1999) ; they can produce significant contrasts in ductile strength (for temperature-dependent power-law creep in the upper mantle). Temperature variations of 100° C can produce up to an order of magnitude difference in dislocation-creep flow strength in "dry" olivine (Karato and Wu 1993) .
With the effects of lateral cooling, young nearridge mantle material in the transform zone will be anomalously strong compared to material of the same age and depth in the rest of the plate. The weaker part of the plate (and thus the potential locus of localized plate boundary strain) will not lie directly below the overlying fault, but will be offset into the young plate in regions where the temperature contrasts between plates are significant. The net result will be a narrow deformation zone in the mantle where plate motions are accommodated, but that is not everywhere aligned with the overlying linear fault. This deformation zone will define the plate boundary in the mantle, and will be referred to as such in the rest of the paper, even though it does refer to a shear zone of finite width. Figure 1 shows a cartoon illustration of this concept. The plate boundary structure is complex and three-dimensional in nature. The largest offset between the near surface plate boundary (transform fault) and the deeper shear zone will be near the ridges where the temperature contrast across the transform is the greatest. Here the lateral cooling effect requires that the older plate extend beneath the younger plate (and MOR) at depth. In this region, the details of the magma supply to the ridge will be complex. The magma required to generate new crust in this zone must migrate laterally over the offset and therefore might be reduced in volume (Fig 1b) . This is consistent with studies of the crust along fracture zones that show it to be anomalously thin and have a fundamentally different velocity structure, both of which have been attributed to a reduced magma supply (Detrick, et. al. 1993 ).
The shape of the boundary itself will result in mismatch between the strike of the near-surface faults and the deeper shear zone. This may lead to a reorientation of surface faults and also result in transform parallel extension along parts of the mantle boundary that are oblique to the transform strike (Fig 1a. ). Such extension and the associated upwelling may produce thinning and magmatism along the transform if the upwelling velocity (thinning rate) is large compared to the competing secular cooling rate. Near the ridge, the plate boundary may include a sub-horizontal section connecting the base of the brittle fault to the deeper shear zone (Fig. 1b) . Such a low-angle shear zone may help nucleate core-complex extension on the inside corners of slow spreading ridge-transform intersections.
Numerical Models
We modeled these structures using two separate numerical codes. The mechanical code is a three-dimensional finite element (FE) code based on TECTON (Melosh and Raefsky 1980 , 1981 , 1983 which was modified to be fully 3-D and to allow temperature dependent viscous rheologies (Govers and Wortel 1995) . Deformation is elasto-viscous, except along faults which are included via the "slippery node" technique (Melosh and Williams 1989) .
This finite element code is based on a Lagrangian FE formulation, where nodal points are attached to material points and therefore move along with the deforming material. The large amounts of relative displacement across the transform boundary creates problems for such a formulation, which is restricted in terms of total displacement. However, we are primarily interested in the final, dynamic steadystate thermal and deformational fields. Through coupling the deformation model with an Eulerian thermal formulation (i.e. the material moves through the mesh according to a prescribed kinematics; and arbitrarily large displacements are allowed) we can overcome this shortcoming. The separate thermal model, which is employed to calculate the thermal structures outside the TECTON model, is based on a three-dimensional finite difference (Method of Lines) solution to the heat conduction equation where it is decomposed to a system of coupled linear ordinary differential equations (see Furlong, et al. 1982) . The solution to the resulting system is obtained numerically using the Lawrence Livermore ODEPACK solver (Hindmarsh 1983) . The effects of heat advection from material kinematics are added by shifting the nodal grid between conduction steps based on a set of externally defined nodal velocity vectors, as in the model of Forsyth and Wilson (1984) . However here the nodal velocities are not arbitrary but are determined by the 3-D mechanical model.
As we are interested in studying the final "dynamic steady-state" regime for a particular plate velocity -age-offset scenario, these codes are utilized in a two step process where we iterate between the two models, using the result of one as the input for the other. This process allows the mechanical model to be run for a sufficient deformation to provide the appropriate kinematics for the thermal calculation, which produces a new thermal regime used in the deformation model, etc. The entire process begins with the assumption of an idealized, uniform velocity field to "seed" the model. This velocity field is used in the thermal code to calculate the steady-state temperature field produced by the assumed plate kinematics (akin to the model approach Forsyth and Wilson (1984) ). These temperatures are then interpolated onto the finite element mesh and used as initial temperatures in the deformational model. Appropriate boundary conditions are applied and the deformational model produces a velocity field compatible for the thermal regime (keeping the total strain small so that the thermal structure is not significantly disturbed spatially under the limitations of the Lagrangian approach). This new velocity field is then applied to the next iteration of the thermal model, producing a refined dynamic steady-state thermal field for the transform. These temperatures are then used in the next iteration of the mechanical model, resulting in more refinements to the velocity field. This iterative process is continued to convergence (i.e. the point at which there are no longer significant changes in either temperature or kinematics between iterations) providing a final estimate of the fullycoupled thermal-mechanical field of the transform. In practice after about 3-5 iterations, the change in either the temperature field or the strain field are quite small, on the order of 1-2% of the total change from the initial temperature and strain fields.
Model geometry is shown in Figure 2 . Our convention is that the x-direction is in the transform parallel direction, the y-direction is ridge parallel, and zdirection is vertical. For the mechanical deformation model, displacement rate (velocity) boundary conditions are applied to the sides of the model in the direction of relative plate motion as shown by the large arrows in Figure 2 . The ridge-parallel ends of the model are free to move as needed; although the location of the ridge itself is specified along the top surface of the model. The top surface of the model is fixed in a vertical direction, but the bottom of the model can move vertically as needed to accommodate any thinning in the model. Since there is no gravity acting in this model simulation, the fixing of the top boundary does not in any way affect the patterns of deformation; although the combination of not gravity and the boundary condition preclude directly observing the topographic response. The transform-parallel width of the model is fixed; i.e. the model is not allowed to expand or contract in the ydirection. The near-surface transform is specified and in the model results shown was allowed to slip freely using 'slippery nodes'. Models were also run (not shown here) with up to 10 MPa of sliding friction along the transform with no significant change in either the final temperature or deformation fields. Models with high sliding friction or with locked faults showed distinctly different patterns of strain, with little strain localization, particularly for low plate-velocity models. We believe models with low or no sliding friction best simulate the long term evolution of transform systems.
In the deformation model the vertical nodal spacing was fixed at 5 km; the y-direction (crosstransform ) had a variable spacing ranging from 2.5 km near the transform to 12.5 km at the edges of the model; the x-direction (transform-strike direction) was constant for each model but changed depending on the total offset of the transform ranging from 4.2 km for the short offset (100 km) models to 12.6 km for the long offset (300 km) models. In all cases there were 3450 nodes (x:y:z /23:15:10) and 2772 elements in the deformational models. These nodal dimensions are small enough to capture the primary effects of the variable temperature and rheology, while allowing the total model domain to be computationally tractable.
The thermal models covered the same model domain with uniform spacing of nodes in each direction but variable between directions. The y-direction (21 nodes) was spaced at 3.8 km; the z-direction (15 nodes) was spaced at 3 km; the x-direction (23 nodes) varied from approximately 4 km to 12 km depending of transform offset. Boundary conditions for the thermal models were 0°C top boundary (ocean floor) and 1300°C on the bottom boundary (asthenosphere). Boundary nodes on the ends of the models were specified as parts of ridges (1300°C) or points of material 'flow' where temperatures were set based on the local plate kinematics -to simulate the thermal conditions of material flowing across that boundary. Ridges were assumed to be passive and their length was determined entirely by the specified velocity field (obtained from the previous iteration mechanical model). The remaining sides of the model were set to have zero heat flow (in the direction perpendicular to the boundary).
The model lithosphere rheology for the results presented here is based on a "dry" olivine composition with the material parameters listed in Table 1 . Observations and laboratory experiments suggest that oceanic lithosphere near the mid-ocean ridges is undersaturated by water and "dry" parameters are appropriate in the upper 100 km of the oceanic lithosphere (Karato and Wu 1993; Hirth and Kolstedt 1996) .
Modeling Results
The results from our coupled thermaldeformational model differ from previous models in both the resulting temperature structure and plate boundary geometry. The thermal field from our coupled model produces very different plate boundary structures and kinematics than implicitly assumed in previous models, i.e. where the thermal regime evolved to include effects of lateral conduction, but the kinematics were prescribed (Forsyth and Wilson 1984; Phipps-Morgan and Forsyth 1988) . We compare three sets of simulations with the age offset and plate velocity conditions given in Table 2 .
Thermal Structure
The thermal structure of the transform regime is substantially modified by the effects of a 3-D kinematic field.
Advection of heat within the lithosphere (3-D kinematics) couples with the lateralcooling conductive effects (Forsyth and Wilson 1984) to modify both the kinematics and the resulting thermal field. Phipps-Morgan and showed the effects of advective heat transport from a convective flow field in the mantle; we have focused on the effects of the strain field local to the transform regime in driving a significant component of the heat transfer along the transform. Figure 3 shows the thermal modeling results for the low plate velocity-small age offset model (Model 5.04). The isotherms (at a depth of 20 km) that result from the kinematics determined by our final deformational model, are shown in Figure 3a . A comparison of these results with other models of transform thermal structure and with standard (i.e. 'halfspace' in which temperature varies as the error function (erf)) thermal models highlights the importance of the conductive and advective components of heat transport. Figure 3b shows the basic conductive (lateral) cooling effect at a depth of 20 km for the idealized transform (vertical fault-uniform velocity) by plotting the difference between an error function lithosphere (halfspace cooling) and the idealized initial-model thermal structure (which includes effects of lateral cooling). This is analogous to the anomalous temperature plotted in Forsyth and Wilson (1984) . It can be seen that anomalies of > 80° C exist in regions near the transform. Figure 3c shows the combined conductive (lateral) cooling and the advective effect on the thermal structure from the final deformational model, by plotting the difference between it (Figure 3a. ) and an error function lithosphere.
It is clear that the combination of heat transfer effects is significant, producing anomalies >100° C along the transform. Figure 3d shows the difference between the idealized thermal model (conduction alone) and the final thermal model (conductive plus advective effects). Significant differences in the temperature exist, focused near the ridge-transform intersections. These differences are large enough to affect interpretations of crustal structure and/or magma influx derived from gravity analyses (Escartin and Cannat 1999) . Figure 4 shows a similar series of plots for the high plate velocity transform (Model 5.12). As might be expected there is a greater difference in final temperature structure between the idealized case and our result. This can be best seen in Figure 4c , where there is a very large region of > 100° C lateral cooling effect, and Figure 4d ., where the difference between the ideal and final models is more significant than in the low velocity model (Figure 3d. ).
Model 5.04 and Model 5.12 can be normalized according to crustal age. In both models crustal age spans 0 m.y to 5 m.y, and the pattern of age difference across the transform is the same. In the idealized model, both of these models produce the same thermal structure in the age normalized reference frame. However when the feedbacks between thermal structure and deformation are included, as well as the effects of advective and conductive heat transfer, significant thermal differences result. Figure 5 shows the difference between Models 5.04 and 5.12 (normalized for crustal age) at depths of 10 km and 20 km. At both depths (10 km and 20 km) shown, the slow plate velocity model is hotter than the fast plate velocity model. This is a result of both the relative geometry of the plate boundary zone which extends further into the 'young' side of the transform in the faster case, and slightly more thinning occurring in the low velocity model as a consequence of plate boundary curvature (described later).
Kinematics
The influence of the thermal field on the patterns of plate kinematics is shown in Figure 6 , where the velocity distribution across the model transform is shown at a depth of 20 km (below the brittle-ductile transition; at the depth of the temperature results shown in Figures 3 and 4) ; a depth where the rheology is very dependent on temperature. The upper plot shows results for Model 5.04; the lower plot is the equivalent result for model 5.12.
Three velocity models are compared in each case. The step-function shows the velocity distribution assumed in the idealized transform model with uniform velocity on either side of a vertical transform. The set of dashed curves shows the velocity distributions at various positions along the transform (from near the ridge to the center of the transform) as determined by the deformational model using the idealized (step function) thermal model. This is the result one gets using the Forsyth and Wilson (1984) temperature model to determine plate boundary deformation, and is the result we obtain after the first iteration of our modeling sequence. The velocity model produced by the assumed thermal model is inconsistent with the velocity model which produced the thermal field! To correct this inconsistency, we follow the iterative process described earlier to couple the thermal and mechanical fields and produce internally consistent thermal and deformational conditions. The velocity distribution at the same points along the transform of our final model, after model convergence, is shown by the solid curves, and will be referred to as the final deformational model.
For the low plate-velocity transform case, the motion is accommodated in a shear zone roughly 20 km wide (Fig. 6) . The middle of the deformation zone (the 'plate boundary') is offset near the ridge onto the "old side" of the transform by 10 km. Although there are significant differences between idealized (stepfunction) kinematics and those produced by the coupled deformational model, there is a relatively small difference between the initial and final deformational models, except as we approach the ridge (e.g. the 10 km curve in the upper panel of Figure 6 ). This suggests that for low plate velocity transforms, the idealized thermal structure (Forsyth and Wilson 1984; Phipps-Morgan and Forsyth 1988) ) produces a reasonable approximation of the transform kinematics away from the ridges.
In the high plate velocity model (Fig. 6 ) the shear zone is wider (~ 25 km) and the offset into the young side of the transform is greater. The difference in the kinematics between the initial and final deformation models are again greater near the ridge-ends of the transform. These results suggest that in the near ridge environment, the idealized thermal structure (derived from simple step-function kinematics) does not produce a good approximation to the deformation field and a coupling of the thermal and mechanical processes is required to determine the final mechanical configuration.
3-D Deformation Along Transforms
Our model provides 3-D simulations of the strain field occurring along mid-ocean transforms under the thermal conditions which develop in this selfconsistent thermal-deformational modeling strategy. Visualizing the 3-D deformation patterns is difficult and we have used a series of 2-D slices (both horizontal and vertical) through the three-dimensional data blocks to help define patterns of strain and the geometry of the plate boundary. In each cross-section, the color shading shows strain rates and small arrows represent nodal velocities; which vary with model simulation to accommodate the variations in strain rates and velocity with spreading rate. Figure 7 shows the results for Model 5.12 (high velocity) which has a transform length of 300 km. Shear strain rate, ε xy , (shear strain rate in the transform parallel direction on the vertical plane perpendicular to the ridge (y-z) plane) is shown in map view slices at depths of (a) 5 km, within the brittle/elastic layer; and (b) 25 km in the upper mantle. Vertical sections perpendicular to the transform are shown in (c) 5km from the ridge, (d) 60 km from the ridge, and (e) 100 km from the ridge. The shear zone that acts as the mantle plate boundary can clearly be seen and displays the basic offset form described by the conceptual model in relation to the overlying brittle transform fault (cf . Fig 1) . The plate boundary, represented by the "zero" line across which the velocities change direction, is indicated on the plots. The 3-D shape of the plate boundary can be inferred from the set of cross-sectional views of the strain-rate field in Figure 7c -e. The location of the brittle fault in the elastic-brittle layer is shown by the gray dashed line, and the orange dashed line traces the zero velocity fiber through the high shear zone, which again displays the form shown in the conceptual model, and the older (cooler) plate can be seen to extend into the younger plate beneath the ridge tips.
For the lower plate velocity models (Model 5.04 [Fig. 8] ; Model 15.04 [Fig 9] ), the structure of the shear zone is analogous to Model 5.12. Model 5.04 shows a deformed zone which is less linear than Model 5.12-the greater curvature (and obliquity) of the strain field as compared with the plate surface-velocity field results from the combination of a shorter transform length with only a slightly smaller offset near the ridges. The increase in the obliquity of the strain rate field for the slower transform may affect the pattern of deformation within the transform domain (Searle 1992; Fox and Gallo 1986 ).
The results for Model 15.04 ( Figure 9) show some of the characteristics of models of similar strain (i.e. Model 5.04 with same plate velocities) and also some of the characteristics of models of similar fault offset length (i.e. Model 5.12 with the same 300 km offset) on the patterns of transform deformation. The geometrical effects of a longer fault offset allow a more linear plate boundary, reducing the obliquity and curvature in the center of the transform. The region of greatest obliquity (and possible largest extensional strain) is closer to the ridge at a position about 50 km from the ridge-transform intersection. However, the slow velocities and the additional cooling time combine to produce a stronger plate with more lateral cooling. As a consequence the plate boundary at depth migrates much further into the young side of the transform, as the older plate approaches the ridge. In Model 5.04 the plate boundary extends ~ 7 km into the young side, while in Model 15.04 it is 15 km or more. Similarly the width of the region experiencing plate boundary strain has a 1/2 width of approximately 10 km in Model 5.04 while it is almost 20 km for the larger age offset case. The equivalence of plate velocities implies the same total integrated strain across both boundaries, but in the larger age offset case, the impact of cooler lithosphere is to widen the zone of deformation.
Implications of the Models for Transform Tectonics
The models were developed to evaluate the patterns of deformation within the ductile part of the transform plate boundary. As a result, we did not solve for the position of the near surface faults. However, based on the patterns of strain below the elastic-brittle layer we can investigate the role that sub-crustal strain may play in perturbing the deformation at the surface. Four aspects of ridge-transform tectonics are analyzed: (a) patterns of strain and faulting within the transform domain; (b) magma supply and asymmetric accretion at ridge tips; (c) development of MOR core complexes; and (d) development of leaky transforms and transform splitting ridges.
Strain in Transform zones
Using the terminology of Searle (1992) (and also Fox and Gallo 1986), we can compare components of the transform plate boundary regime with deformation patterns developed in our modeling. The Transform Domain (TD) contains all of the crust affected by the transform system. The TD is a variable width (<10 km to > 50 km), generally wider for larger offsets and slower slip velocities (Searle 1992) . The deeper extent of the shear zone in our models shows this behavior and thus we are tempted to link the broad region of the TD with this zone. This region is also likely to encompass the region of thinner crust as discussed below.
Within the TD is the Transform Tectonized Zone (TTZ) which includes the transform related faulting. This zone often is oblique to the strike of the plate motion (Roest et al. 1984; Searle 1986 ). This pattern of obliquity for the faults within the TD was well documented for the Romanche Transform (Searle et al. 1994 ). This is a very large offset, slow velocity transform. Based on the results shown in Figure 9 , we might expect the cross-over from one side of the transform regime to the other to be located part-way between the ridge and the transform midpoint. The faults within the Romanche TD cross-over approximately 150-200 km from the ridge (of an approximately 1000 km long transform). The crossover occurs in the vicinity of the sedimented Vema Deep (Searle et al. 1994 ). Within our model configuration, the Vema deep would represent the region of extension driven by the local curvature of the subjacent mantle shear zone.
We would expect the patterns of fault obliquity to be more symmetric in shorter offset transforms and such is the case for the Atlantis Fracture Zone (Parson and Searle 1986 ), a low-velocity transform with less than 100 km of offset. The obliquity of the surface faults relative to the plate motion is as much as 15° for the Atlantis (Parson and Searle 1986) , consistent with the results of Model 5.04 (Figure 8 ). Applying the modeling results further we might expect that the lengths of faults segments would be longer along the portions with less curvature, and shorter and/or more oblique to plate motion in the regions of high plate boundary curvature.
Magma Supply at Ridge Ends
Crustal thickness varies along the MOR with the thinnest crust typically near ridge offsets and adjacent to transforms (Detrick et al. 1993) , particularly for slow plate-velocity systems. A variety of mechanisms have been proposed to explain the variation in crustal structure (e.g. Cannat 1996; Cannat et al. 1995; Kuo and Forsyth 1988, Detrick et al. 1995) primarily as a consequence of reduction in magma supply near the ridge tips. Our models provide evidence of an additional causative factor for the thinning of crust near the ridge-transform intersection (RTI). The plate boundary geometry near the RTI will mean that the same volume of mantle-derived melt must produce the crust for a longer segment of ridge crust (Figure 1, and Figures 6-9 ). This effect will be greatest (i.e. produce the most thinning of the crust) for low-velocity large-offset boundaries (cf. geometry of plate boundary structure in Figure 9 vs Figure 7) . Detrick et al. (1995) show such a pattern of crustal thickness variation with offset length (thinner crust with longer offset), as long as the offset is greater than 50 km. In cases of fast plate velocities, the plate boundary offset is somewhat less (cf. Fig 7 vs Fig 9) Patterns of asymmetric accretion have been observed at the ridge tips of slow spreading ridges (Allerton et al. 2000; Tucholke and Lin 1994) . These appear to be related to regions of anomalous crustal thickness with accretion occurring primarily on the outside corner side of the ridge. The plate boundary geometry from our models in the near ridge regime would favor that the magma supply that reaches the ridge axis near the RTI preferentially flows to the outside corner side as that is the direction of material flow in the model (e.g. Fig. 7b ).
Core Complexes
The recent documentation of extensional corecomplex style deformation at the inside corners of many RTIs (Cann et al. 1997; Blackman et al. 1998; Tucholke et al. 1998; Escartin and Cannat 1999; Dick et al. 1999 ), particularly at slow spreading segments is an exciting new development in ridge-transform tectonics. The processes which produce these 'megamullion' structures are not fully understood and continue to drive research. Several aspects of the deformation regime produced by our model may help to identify some of the conditions and processes that lead to development of core complex tectonics. The characteristic MOR core complex is approximately 14-42 km (ridge parallel direction) by 16-35 km (transform parallel direction) with surface areas between 150 km 2 and 800 km 2 (Tucholke et al. 1998) .They develop primarily at low velocity RTIs, form exclusively on the inside corners of the RTI, and represent intervals of time with little magmatic accretion on the core complex side of the ridge crest.
Since the core complexes develop as shear on planes oriented perpendicular to the transform plane, we have analyzed the patterns of the ε xz (shear strain rate in the transform parallel direction on the horizontal plane) shear strain-rate for Model 5.04 (Figure 10) . We see that a sub-horizontal region of high shear-strain forms with dimensions comparable to observed corecomplex size (Fig 10a) . The top of this shear zone (as seen in the transform parallel vertical cross-section in Fig 10c) , which could act as a detachment structure for core complex initiation, is at a depth of approximately 10 km, again compatible with the inferred depth extent of exhumed lower crust and upper mantle rocks (Cann et al. 1997 ). In Figure 10 we also show schematically how the model results can be compared to geologic models of MOR core complexes (modified from Cann et al. 1997) . Although our models are not optimally designed to simulate such tectonics, the general agreement between model behavior and observation encourages us to pursue the implications of the transform deformation regime for core-complex formation.
The conditions for core complex initiation implied by our model results lead us to the following speculations. The sporadic nature of core complex activity as seen in the separate structures observed along several transforms (Blackman et al. 1998 ) may reflect the implications of core complex extension on the near ridge plate boundary geometry produced in our model. After a large offset on the core-complex detachment fault , much of the lithosphere blocking the influx of mantle derived magma will have moved down stream allowing a relative abundance of magma to reach the ridge tip. This would then weaken the MOR axis making extension more easily accomplished at the axis than along the core complex detachment fault. This sequence of events would cycle, as plate motions would bring the plate boundary geometry back to our modeled conditions after a few million years or less (based on plate velocities and the dimensions of the extended blocks).
The non-occurrence of these extensional structures at faster spreading centers may reflect the combination of sufficient magma supply to keep the MOR axis weak, and the more subdued nature of the offset in the deeper plate boundary. For very large offset (but slow velocity) transforms (e.g. Model 15.4) the detachment level is substantially deeper. This leads to a thicker block of material moving away from the ridge that may again make the MOR axis the preferred location to accommodate extension.
Leaky Transforms and Transform Splitting
Our results indicate that, as a consequence of the curvature and obliquity of the ductile plate boundary shear zones (particularly for slow plate velocities), extension and the possible magmatism resulting from associated leaky transform behavior may be components of transform evolution and behavior related to the thermal-rheological evolution of the transform system. We believe that several observations could be explained by this process.
There appear to be velocity limits for oceanic transforms, both in an absolute sense (Naar and Hey 1989) , and as a function of length (Burr and Solomon 1978; Stoddard 1992) . A perhaps better constrained relationship can be seen between the maximum observed transform velocity and age-offset; a pattern more consistent with the idea that thermal (rheological) structure is the major control on the transform (Furlong 1992) . Figure 11 shows such a data set where the full plate velocity is plotted against the age-offset (approximated as transform length divided by the halfspreading rate). The dashed line is a rough estimate of the stability limit for this relationship. It has been hypothesized that this stability limit bounds the region where transforms are in a mechanical equilibrium. If velocity and/or plate age-offset conditions move a transform beyond the limit into the unstable region, new ridge segments will form, effectively "splitting" the transform into two or more shorter, more stable offsets (Furlong 1992) .
Large transform offsets, especially those near the inferred velocity limit and at high velocities, are often observed to be magmatic, where there is some degree of spreading occurring along the transform ("leaky" transforms). "Leaky" transforms are often attributed to the effect of changes in plate motions that cause a transform that is originally parallel to spreading to become oblique, causing extension and magmatism (Menard and Atwater 1969; Burr and Solomon 1978; Collette 1986; Searle 1986 ). Other investigations, though, have concluded that this scenario can not generally explain the occurrences of these transforms, many of which are not consistent with or can not be associated with any change in plate motions (Garfunkel 1986; Fornari, el. al. 1989) . So while it is clear that changes in plate rotation poles can enhance magmatism, "leakyness" in transforms appears to be a more inherent feature of the offsets, as first suggested by Garfunkel (1986) , and may be caused by some other upwelling mechanism.
The velocity and age-offset dependencies of the observed transform stability limit are most likely the combination of several components. Larger age offset generally means larger temperature contrasts, and therefore larger boundary obliquity by our model. It also means increasing length, which will affect the stress distribution in the regime. Finally there is the issue of brittle failure. In conceptual terms, we could conclude that lower age offset regimes are hotter and therefore generally more ductile and able to accommodate higher velocities (i.e. higher strain rates and lower shear stress) than larger age offsets (small age offset transforms are often diffuse shear zones), but the reality is surely more complicated.
Our models are not specifically designed to address these issues. The definition of the stability limit is somewhat subjective, based on observations of surface morphologies and generalized criteria to distinguish a single "leaky" transform from a set of several small transforms. It is useful to examine a transform that has undergone the inferred process and attempt to correlate it to the stability limit.
Plate velocities are not constant in time, so the location of any transform on a velocity-age-offset plot such as Figure 11 will not be fixed. Changes in velocity will result in changes on both axes of the plot, and the transform will have some evolutionary path through that parameter space. It is possible that a change in spreading rate could push a previously stable large offset transform across the limit, causing a new segment to form. If this has occurred, we have a reasonable chance of identifying it as such. If the velocity history and path in velocity-age-offset space for the original transform can be ascertained, we can try to correlate the age of the segment with the crossing of the limit.
As an example, we have investigated the Charlie Gibbs Fracture Zone (CGFZ) system on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The CGFZ consists of two closely space transforms, separated by a small ridge segment (Searle 1981) . From the relative lengths of the long and short sets of fracture zones, it can be inferred that the intervening segment is younger than the rest of the system. The short fracture zones associated with the segment allow magnetic anomaly dating of the formation of the segment, which appears to be roughly 40 Ma.
Using magnetic anomaly data, the velocity history of the transform can be estimated. There has been a significant variation in plate velocity through time (inset to Figure 11 ), including a large decrease, that will lead to an increase in age offset (if the length remains constant).
Assuming that prior to the formation of the short median ridge segment the single transform length was approximately equivalent to combined length of the two present-day transforms, then the path of that offset in velocity-age-offset space is as shown in Figure 11 . This path takes the original transform across the stability limit, from the increase in age-offset driven by the decrease in plate velocity, at roughly 42 Ma. The new transform-splitting median ridge segment also formed at an off-center location, consistent with the locations of the zones of maximum extension in the slow velocity -large offset transform model (Model 15.04; Figure 9 ).
Conclusion
Transforms that offset mid-ocean ridges display complex deformational behavior that cannot be explained by a simple strike-slip plate boundary. Transforms show broad deformation zones encompassing a suite of tectonic structures, often striking obliquely to relative plate motions. Extensional core-complex structures are identified at several ridge-transform intersections, almost exclusively at the inside corners of slow spreading ridges. Leakyness and the development of transform splitting short ridge segments is also observed at some long offset transforms. The model we have developed, which couples the thermal and deformational regimes, produces a deformation field that provides possible tectonic explanations for many of these observations. The effects of lateral cooling and a migration of the locus of shear deformation along the ductile portion of the plate boundary produce a 3-D plate boundary geometry compatible with patterns of deformation along MOR -transform systems. Although simple, the coupled 3-D thermal-mechanical model provides important insights into deformational processes along transforms. More refined models can be developed to better define the tectonic processes at work along MOR transforms. Global oceanic transform data, plotted with transform velocity versus age offset, (approximated as length/half-spreading rate). The inferred stability limit of for the age-offset velocity relationship is shown by the dashed curve. Inset shows the velocity time behavior for the Charlie Gibbs Fracture zone, showing a significant decrease in plate velocity at the approximate time of the transform splitting event (~ 40 Ma). Path of the transform in velocity/age-offset space is shown by points labeled a-d on main plot. At time of new ridge formation, the plate kinematics had moved the transform into the Unstable field. Plate velocity is full spreading rate and age offset is transform length divided by half-spreading rate (i.e. the crustal age on the old side at the ridge) . 
